Torsio uteri: Retorsion with 1 rope
Torsio uteri: Retorsion with 2 rope method and 2 persons

Put ropes on, extracorporally linked and tightened safely to GYNstick

Insert the aluminium bar on the distal end, vet controls „inner situation“, farmer/assistant turns the tool: both have much more space to react than conventionally versus existing tools.
Correction of displaced extremities (Kühn`s crutch)

With new designed metal rope-leader fix intrauterin the specific extremity; close the loop outside the cow, fix and tighten the rope externally, the tool will automatically be directed to the leg and can be directed distally to catch in toto for preparation of extraction.
Additional purposes

For calf pushing back in the hip prior to fix the front legs for normal extraction: loop around the neck, push-back force safely on the sternum.

Back end position: Use of GYNstick as a push back aid, with no risk for rupture of inner layers.